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The paper focuses researches on channel resource reservation and scheduling in packet 

based networks. An axiomatic basis for enhanced packet based internetworking design 
formulated. A cross-layer method originated to leverage integrated heterogeneous data flow in 
converged digital channel based on cyclic conveyor module resource scheduling. Figs.: 2. 
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The problem statement. Migration towards next generation networks 
faces challenges of QoS policing for real time applications and machine-to-
machine interaction. The legacy per-flow based QoS provision for IntServ 
model was standardized in resource reservation protocol (RSVP) which 
proved overly complicated, purely scalable and therefore, not widely used. An 
RSVP successor was presented in 2010 as next step in signaling (NSIS) 
protocol suite to provide extended functionality for both IntServ and DifServ 
routers. Another modern trend in telecoms is software-defined networking 
(SDN) intended to consolidate the control plane of network resource 
management; it has been experienced in some plain architecture applications, 
e.g. big data centers. This approach encounters management complexity, 
feedback time delays and system robustness issues. Eventually, neither IP-
based resource reservation methods nor SDN decisions demonstrate promising 
achievements in reliable wide are end-to-end packet based voice 
communication over the Internet.  

Last years, the "All over IP" service delivery has being developed in 4G 
mobile networks based on voice over LTE (VoLTE); yet, it is not fully 
equivalent to VoIP technique as it solely supports virtual end-to-end voice 
connections in an autonomous administration system (AS) for dedicated 
transporting infrastructure. One of the first climes for VoLTE mobile network 
integration was announced in 2015 by two leading American operators Verizon 
and AT&T; but it turned to be difficult task, and therefore, not accomplished 
yet.  

Consider the telecom/Internet service integration during last few decades 
we state that circuit-to-packet network convergence remains an actual 
problem. In particular, enhanced uniformed algorithms of multimedia data 
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scheduling in packet based digital channel are to be investigated.  
 

Related publication analysis. The multimedia QoS aware data 
management is one of the principal issues of NGN concept for network 
convergence and service integration. An exhaustive survey on 
telecommunication service evolution given in [1]. The circuit-switched 
communications designed in 80-th years of 19-th century, and packet-switched 
computer networks emerged 100 years later on, have been traditionally 
occupying different niches within corporations. Because of poor voice-over-IP 
quality and call latency, hybrid systems expected in the near future [2]. As 
noted in [3], the overall network and media convergence will be the buzzword 
for the first decades of this century.  

The use of multiple communication modes in a single network offers 
convenience and flexibility but faces new problems; among those, the sheer 
demand for bandwidth is perhaps the most significant [4]. Another key issue is 
the need for standards that ensure seamless operation with multiple end-
user platforms; this is not only a technical problem, but also involves 
relationship among multiple entities [5]. The specialist of the Allstream Inc. 
outline five networking stages evolution to next generation IP managed 
network [6]; despite an amount of work underway, there is a still not complete 
agreement on a specific definition of “NGNs” [7]. Herewith, next generation 
core networks migrate to managed IP networks apart from  PSTN and 
common Internet with respect to wholesale payment, peering policy, routing 
methods and interworking protocols. They say in [7] that packets do not 
require end-to-end dedicated path while interworking between the NGN and 
existing networks provided through media gateways. This poses significant 
research challenges in timely service delivery, efficient spectrum utilization, 
protocol stack unification, vertical protocol integration mechanisms in 
heterogeneous networks and QoS negotiation during inter-system handoff and 
diverse network interconnection [7].  

Experts in [8] indicate that telecom network interoperability (NI) is one 
of most critical issues in communications to solve in the 21-st century because 
it is the main enabler for service convergence. Actually, there is no unique 
definition of the “interoperability” term, which depends on vendor 
implementation and abstraction levels. The IEEE formulates the NI function in 
terms of customer view [9]. Quoting the [8], the system view on the 
interoperability foremost involves specification of protocol suites along with 
the end-to-end connection and QoS control. Service providers, such as 
Verizon and AT&T in the recent past, have been obliged to operate distinct 
networks for IP and transport [10]. As IP transport systems lack dynamic 
interaction, IP networks underuse transport potentials being far from benefits 
of dynamic circuit switching (more scalability, higher data rates and lower 
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power consume); in fact, statistical multiplexing is less critical in core 
transport with high aggregated and relatively smooth data flows [10]. 

To compromise packet and circuit switching techniques across an 
autonomously software driven network (SDN), an open flow protocol and 
related unified architecture have been originated in [10]. This framework 
implies that all the underlying switching hardware (packet and circuit 
switches) will be driven by an external control plane including network 
operating system with on top applications and open flow protocol to manage 
data flow tables of switches.  

A comprehensive study of modern data transmission methods given in 
[11]. In particular, bandwidth allocation and resource scheduling issues 
considered, such as time division switching fabric based on a slotted random 
access bus. The aforesaid method corresponds to the hybrid packet/time 
slotted circuit switched scheme (HPTS) presented in [12] where real time data 
segments follow a circuit path with no packet loss or jitter; instead, the other 
ones are following packet switched path being statistically multiplexed.  

The problems of telecom and Internet technologies convergence in the 
context of multimedia data management reflected in [1, 13]. The issues of 
machine type communication (MTC) standardization highlighted along with 
open network virtualization aspects. The MTC systems give rise to new 
demands of communication scalability due to the rapidly increasing network 
device variety and data transmission requirements diversity. Industrial MTC 
applications for remote wireless control of heavy machinery in remote or 
hazardous places may need to provide extremely fast and reliable 
interconnectivity unforeseen in 4G standards and related technologies. 
Therefore, the 5G specifications are in demand to commit the relevant 
functionality for these applications. [13]. 

Amongst diverse convergence mechanisms, the Ethernet is appealing 
technology becoming de facto vehicle for Internet transport deployment at the 
access, aggregation, and even core levels [14]. The key benefits of that are 
ubiquity, simplicity and scalability for integration across different system 
hierarchy. Recently, virtual private LAN services (VPLS) appeared in metro 
Ethernet services by the advent of conventional MPLS; this requires a new 
inter-domain technique.   

The autonomous network’s interoperability concerns largely related to 
mobile transport evolution. According to [14], one of the biggest cost 
challenge facing mobile service providers today is the backhaul transport. 
However, existing industry solutions, tailored for circuit-switch paradigm of 
hub-and-spoke connectivity between cell sites and centrally located radio 
controllers, are not conducive to meet fixed/mobile convergence. Eventually, 
the seamless interworking between the mobile packet core and backhaul 
transport infrastructure remains to be a great challenge for next few decades. 
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Objectives. Summarizing the cited publications we note that circuit-
switched systems (largely associated with telephony) and modern Internet, still 
occupy different niches in telecom market as poor VoIP quality and call 
latency hamper the “all over IP” progress. This poses research challenges in 
protocol stack unification and network interoperability as IP is not sufficient 
protocol for network integration on the core and aggregation levels for real 
time applications. In particular, bandwidth allocation and resource scheduling 
are to become modern key business drivers. 

The goal of this work is development a uniformed method of hybrid 
packet/circuit switched resource scheduling for QoS-aware multiservice 
network interaction in converged system architecture.   

 

Advanced internetworking design. The modern Internet is based on 
the TCP/IP four-layer model wherein IPv4 or IPv6 is the key internetworking 
protocol. It means that, regardless of internal framework, any autonomous 
system (AS) must be compatible with a partner network facilitating IP 
transactions. This resulted in stochastic time delays and packet loss which 
hinder the QoS provision. To overcome this problem we introduce a QoS-
aware packet based internetworking method with a mechanism of packet 
delivery latency control.  

Take an arbitrary AS with four ports P1 – P4 connected in physical ring 
topology, fig.1, a. Assume ports P1 – P4 form backhaul AS infrastructure. 
Define internal AS "zero-port" P0 connected with P1 – P4. Map the ring 
backhaul in a virtual mesh topology backhaul, fig.1, b. The open network 
graph in fig.1, b is built by means of three types of virtual links:  

a) Directed open physical links divided in duplex virtual channels with 
asymmetric simplex capacities ( InC1 , OutC1 ) ÷ ( InC4 , OutC4 ); these links 
determine the maximal possible peak value of input/output traffic intensity 
between the autonomous system and its open environment individually for any 
AS port; 

b) Directed virtual links between any pair of border gateway ports 
P1 - P4 with asymmetric simplex capacities ( kmC , mkC ), 4,3,2,1, =mk ; these 
links determine the maximal possible peak value of direct/reverse transit 
traffic intensity between any two ports kP , mP ;  

c) Directed virtual links between any border gateway port P1 – P4 and 
internal part of AS (port 0P ) with asymmetric simplex capacities 

0kC , kC0 ), 4,3,2,1=k ; these links determine the maximal possible peak 
value of input/output traffic intensity between the internal part of AS and open 
environment individually for any AS port. 
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Fig. 1, c presents aforesaid open network graph in matrix form, wherein 
InC0  is current virtual channel capacity for the traffic generated by external 

environment towards internal part of AS (e.g. targeting port 0P ); OutC0 is 
current virtual channel capacity for the traffic generated by internal part of AS 
(port 0P ) towards external environment of AS: 

 ∑ ∑= =
== 4

1
4

1 0000 ,k k k
Out

k
In CCCC . (1) 

Based on the matrix graph in fig. 1, c we define the scalar and vector 
network metrics divergence ( Scalar

localD , Vector
localD ) for AS-local traffic 

throughput:  
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Fig. 1. Virtualization of the connected network topology: 
a)  Physical network topology graph;   b) Virtualized mesh network topology graph;   

c)  Virtualized weighted directed network graph 
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Each element ),(∈ mkCc Transit
ASkm of matrix Transit

ASC we leverage as a 
virtual simplex channel (VSC) kmθ  wherein the following axioms are valid. 

Axiom 1: Any couple of AS ports is equipped with two directed virtual 
simplex channels which form an asymmetric or symmetric duplex virtual 
channel; any virtual simplex channel has predefined virtual throughput and 
regular time delay of transit packet through AS. 

Axiom 2: Any virtual simplex channel is performed on the data link layer 
due to periodic circulation of “conveyor transporting modules” (CTM) with 
fixed frequency; the  module payload of CTM is instantly variable from 
maximal possible value to zero (default CTM); the virtual channel throughput 
is defined by maximal CTM payload and CTM circulation frequency. 

Axiom 3: The optional characteristics of any virtual simplex channel 
(time delay, circulation frequency and virtual throughput) are smooth functions 
of the current time and therefore, can be taken as stationary parameters within 
the local time interval.  

To clarify given axioms we consider the following reasoning.  One of the 
possible ways to construct a conveyor transporting module CTM is utilizing 
the standard Ethernet frame with maximal payload of 1500 bytes. In 1 Gbps 
physical channel the maximal frequency of CTM circulation is of about 80 
KHz. This axiomatic basis defines a cross-layer system architecture that 
unifies L2 and L3 OSI layers.  

QoS-based resource scheduling in packet channel. Based on aforesaid 
axioms we define multimedia queuing function (MQF) that embodies the 
L2/L3 cross-layered system interaction while processing two types of queues 
to be multiplexed in a channel: a) real time queues (RTQ) for virtual end-to-
end connection; b) packet data queues (PDQ) which are tolerant to the overall 
time delay (fig. 2). RTQ and PDQ queues can get performance due to 
integrated network device of extended functionality, which combines 
properties of TDM, switching and packet routing [15]. 

The multimedia queuing function MQF operates with the so called RTQ-
table shown in fig. 2, a. This table indicates that real time queue number 1 
(RTQ-1) leverages segments of 8 unit size (i.e. 8 octets) which are to be 
inserted into the conveyor transporting modules with the frequency 

2// ff =λ  (e.g. any second CTM module must have reserved slot to allocate 
the real time segment RTQ-1 of 8-units along with the multiplexing overhead. 
Similarly, any fourth CTM module must have a reserved slot for RTQ-2 of 10 
units along with overhead needed. In case the module payload MPL is 100 
units, two virtual connections (RTQ-1, RTQ-2) along with one packet data 
queue (PDQ-1) established and 1 unit overhead, we obtain the diagram of 
channel scheduling shown in fig. 2, b. 
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All the odd CTM modules in fig. 2, b are available to allocate 100 units 
information from the packet data queue PDQ-1; any fourth CTM contains two 
real time segments (8+1=9 units from RTQ-1 and 10+1=11 units from RTQ-2) 
and therefore, 100−(9+11)=80 units are available for packet data queue 
allocation; any other CTM module (e.g. number 2, 6, 10, 14, …) give 
100 − 9 = 91 units free for PDQ data. In our case, the scheduling diagram is 
periodic with 4 CTM cycling. In general case, the cycling period is calculated 
as least common multiple for all the frequency dividing factors in RTQ table.  

To guaranty that none of RTQ segment be pending for service more than 
CTM circulation period, the following condition must be satisfied:  

 ∑ ,maxn n OverheadMPLs −<  (4) 

where ns  is the size of real time segment arrived to the RTQ-n queue; 

maxMPL is maximal size of conveyor transporting module CTM; Overhead  is 
the overall overhead of the multimedia data encapsulation (including all the 
real time and packed data segments). The condition (4) must be verified for 
any couple of nodes within the transporting path.  

Now, for any two ports of an autonomous transporting network (or sub-
network) the local time delay for real time data is limited through the 

following relation: n
n

nnn f
tT θ+

λ
=θ+Δ<Δ  ,

 
where nθ  is the regular time 

delay of data transmission with respect to data flow associated with real time 
queue RTQ-n in fig. 2. For instance, if diameter of transporting network does 
not exceed 200 Km, the CTM circulation frequency is KHzf 80=  and 
frequency factor is 80=λ , then msTn 2<Δ . 

Conclusion. The end-to-end resource reservation for the QoS-aware real 
time packet data transmission is a complex problem arising at the edge of 
autonomous systems. Eventually, neither IP-based resource reservation 
protocols nor SDN solutions demonstrate promising achievements in reliable 
voice/video communication over the Internet which can be actually 
competitive to circuit switched TDM domain performance. Analysis testifies 
that decisive step ahead is needed to advance open system interconnection 
model and protocols for extended IMS evolution.  
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Fig. 2. The multimedia queuing function MQF 

 
In this work, an axiomatic basis for enhanced packet based 

internetworking design is formulated to combine QoS-aware synchronous time 
division multiplexing and asynchronous packet-switching with statistical 
multiplexing technique. An appropriate cross-layer method originated to 
leverage integrated heterogeneous data flow in a converged digital channel 
based on cyclic conveyor module resource scheduling. Proposed method 
facilitates QoS-fair queuing performance and real time data latency control in 
a packet channel. 
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